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1. Introduction 
In all languages, speakers have a variety of forms at their disposal for referring to participants in a given 
discourse. The purpose of this paper is to examine the forms available to speakers of the Maisin language1 
and to suggest some factors that may govern their choice of any given form in a particular context. This 
paper will restrict itself to dealing only with the choice of encoding for subject participants in narrative 
text. 
The different forms available to Maisin speakers will be outlined, followed by a summary of the ‘default’ 
encodings used in various contexts, and some examination of the marked, non-default forms and the factors 
that determine their use. The assumption here is that where different options are available to the speaker in 
referring to a participant, “such variations in anaphora are never unmotivated.” (Longacre and 
Levinsohn:1977:108) 

2. Inventory of forms of reference 
The different forms available to Maisin speakers are listed here in order from those which involve the least 
encoding to those which display the greatest degree of encoding. 

2.1. Zero form 
In relation to encoding of the subject role in a clause, zero anaphora is possible in one of two situations: 
In certain instances the normal 3rd  singular subject marking prefix is dropped from the verb. Since this can 
only occur with the 3rd  singular subject, it is arguable that this does not constitute a true zero anaphora. 
1)  Nen-so kamme-n  fe-ffe-n    tauke-me 

 DEM-REF (3SG.S)-twist-3SG.O (3SG.S)-PROG-throw-3SG.O (3SG.S)-stay-PAST 
 

  ‘So he was twisting [string] and throwing it as he was staying.’ 
  
In each of the verb forms in this example the 3rd singular subject prefix is absent, although the identity of 
the agent is clear from the preceding context. 
 
In discourse which contains dialogue, the direct speech may occur with no verb, and hence no overt subject 
marking, before it. 
(2)   Ai-ka   e-ef-ate,  “Avasu  ku-nan?” 
 3SG.S.PRON-TOP 3SG.S-say-then How  2S-do 
“O a-ka   yabu-wen a-wameya-si  i-va-va.” 
O 1SG.S.PRON-TOP soil-CNTR 1SG.S-squash-3SG.O 3SG.S-PROG-go.up 
  
“Nene-ate. Au   mon  nan  a-nan.” 
Okay-then. 1SG.POSS thinking  thus  1SG.S-do. 
 
‘He said, “What are you doing?” “O, I’m pressing it up with soil.” “Okay then. I’m doing it my way.”'  

2.2. Verbal affixes 
Verbal prefixes are obligatorily used  to reference subject (with the single exception cited in 2.1  above), 
and often constitute the only overt subject encoding in the clause. Transitive verbs also reference 
undergoer/object by means of suffixation.   
   
                                                           
1   The Maisin language is spoken by about 2000 speakers living in Collingwood Bay, Oro 
Province, Papua New Guinea. It is part of the Papuan Tip cluster of Austronesian languages. 
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(3)   I-ve-me   maa-sen   i-son-si 
 3SG.S-take.3SGO-PAST banana.leaf-CNTR 3SG.S-wrap-3SG.O 
 
  ‘He took it and wrapped it in a banana leaf.’ 
 
Some intransitive verbs reference undergoer subject by a suffix agreeing in number with the subject prefix. 
(4) a-tatan-si wanno  ei-ro  ti-tatam-i 
 1SG.S-be.ill-SG and  3p-ETP  3P.S-be.ill-PL 
 
 ‘I’m sick and they are sick too.’ 

2.3. Independent pronouns  
The following free pronouns exist.  
a    I 
e    you (singular) 
ai    he/she/it 
an    we (exclusive) 
aiti    we (inclusive) 
en    you (plural) 
ei    they   
   
  
Although any of these pronouns may occur independently in the forms listed above, when in subject role 
they almost always occur with the topic-marking clitic =ka, the emphatic topic marker =ro, the focus-
marking clitic =na or the control-marking clitic =(s)en. When filling  other roles in the clause, they may 
also be case-marked for beneficiary or source. 
They may also be used together with a noun in subject position, for contrastive focus, or the re-introduction 
of participants or to mark an important turning point in the narrative. 

2.4. Noun phrases 
Noun phrases are frequently used to reference subject participants, especially when they are being 
introduced into the discourse, re-introduced after an absence from the action, or for the purpose of 
highlighting. These may take the form of a noun or proper noun standing alone, or followed by a modifying 
noun, number and/or demonstrative pronoun.  
As with the pronouns, nouns or noun phrases referencing subject participants are often marked for topic, 
focus or agentivity. 

3. Introduction of participants 
The heaviest encoding of participants tends to occur when they are introduced into the discourse for the 
first time.  
First and second person participants are usually introduced only with subject prefixes, but third person 
participants are introduced by a noun phrase or proper noun.  
 
(5)   Sirari ite-re  au  sauki  wanno  
 Day one-LOC 1SG.POSS wife  and 
 
an   jamen sandei  nan  begat-e  ka-a 
1EX.POSS sons two  thus  garden-LOC 1EX.S-go 
  
‘One day my wife and our two sons and I went to the garden.’ 
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(6)  Sirari ite… .au  fin-so   a-afi, 
 Day one… 1SG.POSS younger.sibling-REF 1SG.S-say, 
 
‘One day… I said to my small brother,’ 

 
If indefinite third person participants may be introduced by a noun with the modifier ite ‘one, another’ or 
the demontstrative nen.  
   
Existential verb forms using the verb tauke ‘stay’ are often used for introducing major participants at the 
outset of the discourse. Major participants are always introduced in subject position in the clause, while 
minor participants and props may be introduced in oblique roles. 
 
(7)  MangagiJiwo karu-rateReaga-ye tauke.  Morobi Siya Susukki 
spider young.man grew-thenReaga-LOC (3SG.S)-stay. Girl string young.woman 
 
Airara-ye ari  rou rora-ren  ti-tauke.   
Airara-LOC 3SG.POSS brother older-CNTR 3P.S-stay.  
 
Kaworo Jiwo-ka   ai-ka   Yuwayu-we tauke. 
Kaworo young.man-TOP  3SG.PRON-TOP  Yuwayu-LOC (3SG.S)-stay. 
 
‘Spider boy grew up and was living in Reaga. String girl was living with her older brother in Airara. 
Kaworo boy, he was living in Yuwayu.’ 
Here, the three major participants in the story are each introduced with noun phrases as the subjects of their 
clauses, although the first mentioned, Spider Boy, will not reappear for at least another 100 clauses. 
 
Another story illustrates this same  feature:  
 
(8)  …teiti raati nen ai-ka  i-ramara ari  yo ari 
 boy small DEM 3s.PRON-TOP 3s-get.up 3s.POSS  mother 3s.POSS 
yabi-so   e-efi, 
father-REF  3s-say,  
 
'...that small boy, he got up and said to his mother and father, …' 
 
In (8) the small boy who will feature as a major participant in the story is introduced by a noun phrase in 
subject role, while his parents, who will play a much lesser part in the action, are introduced in oblique 
roles.  Although the demonstrative is used here for the first mention of the boy in the story, it has much less 
demonstrative force here than the English gloss suggests. This example also shows an independent pronoun 
used in conjunction with a subject noun phrase at an important juncture in the narrative. 

4. Default encoding of participants 
This section will examine the default encodings of participants in different contexts, according to the 
methodology set out in Dooley and Levinsohn 2001:127-135.  In accordance with their schema the 
following contexts will be looked at: (1) where the subject of a clause is identical with that in the 
immediately preceding clause; (2) where the subject of a clause is the addressee of speech in the 
immediately preceding clause in a closed conversation; (3) where the subject of the clause is involved in 
the immediately preceding clause in a non-subject (and non-addressee) role; and (4) where the subject of a 
clause was not involved in the preceding clause and is not being activated for the first time in the text. 
Within the limitations detailed in 4.1 below, reference to the preceding clause may extend to include the 
immediately preceding context, rather than the clause alone, so all references in the remainder of this paper 
will be to the immediately preceding context rather than the preceding clause. 
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4.1. Subject is same as in preceding context 
The default encoding for all instances where the subject is identical with the preceding one is the use of the 
subject prefix on the verb, with no other overt subject marking. The vast majority of subject references in 
Maisin texts are in fact encoded in this way.  
 
(9)  i-ro  e-e  mee-ka  i-kit-ti   nen-so   
 3SG.S-go.in 3SG.S-go banana-TOP 3SG.S-see-3SG.O DEM-REF  
 
i-ra-a-me   i-toki  mee-na  i-kan-kan tauke. 
3SG.S-PROG-go-PAST  3SG.S-sit banana-FOC 3SG.SPROG-eat (3SG.S)-stay 
 
‘He went in and saw the banana so he went and stayed eating the banana.’ 
 
(10) Tamati  nen-ka  e-uki  ari  ivaa-ka i-fe-n-ate 
 Man DEM-TOP 3SG.S-go.down 3SG.POSS net-TOP 3SG.S-throw-3SG.O-SEQ 
 
i-raveresin i-vasi  i-tauke-me  i-too.  Sirara tumba-ton  
3SG.S-return 3SG.S-come.up 3SG.S-stay-PAST 3s-sleep.  Day dark-ACMP 
 
i-ramara  e-uki  ari  kaa-ka  i-gi    
3SG.S-get.up  3SG.S-go.down 3SG.POSS canoe-TOP 3SG.S-hold    
 
e-uk-ate   e-e  ari   ivaa  kite-so. 
3SG.S-go.down-SEQ  3SG.S-go 3SG.POSS  net  see-REF. 
 
‘The man went down, threw his net then he came back up and slept. The next day when it was still dark he 
got up, went down, pulled his canoe down and went to see his net.’ 
 
As in Callister (1997:8), Dooley and Levinsohn’s criterion of identity of subject with the subject of the 
previous clause is here extended to allow identity of subject with that in the immediately preceding context. 
This allows for a clause which may have a different subject to intervene without disrupting the essential 
same subject sequence.  There are, however, limitations on the nature and extent of the material that can be 
interposed in this regard. In Maisin texts, the kind of material that may occur between clauses with the 
same subject, without disrupting that sequence may include: 
 
(a) material that is of a background nature and outside the event line: 
 
(11) I-rauku  rowuwusin san-e-ate.  Tamati ite ari   

3SG.S-come.out (3SG.S)-get.dark beach-LOC-SEQ Man other 3SG.POSS  
 
vaa-ka  san  yove-re  i-wi-n   i-tauke.    I-va  
house-TOP beach side-LOC 3SG.S-build-3SG.O 3SG.S-stay. 3SG.S-go.up  
 
ari   sasamata-re…’ 
3SG.POSS house.beam-LOC 
 
‘He came out to the shore as it was getting dark. A man had built his house beside the beach. He went up to 
the side of the house…’ 
 
Here identity of subject in the first and third clauses is successfully maintained simply by the subject prefix 
on the verb, because the intervening sentence, with a different subject, is clearly background material and 
does not interrupt the event line. 
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(12) ‘…jamen  ratiri….. te-kira  va ti-kit-ti.  Fii sandei nen-ken   
 boys small 3P.S-look go.up 3P.S-see-3SG.O Bird two DEM-CNTR  
 
ivo nan ti-ve-n  ti-rufi.  Te-kira va ti-kit-ti     
turtle  thus 3P.S-get-SS.SIM 3P.S-fly.  3P.S-look go.up 3P.S-see-3SG.O  
  
neni-nka  te-geran-si 
DEM-TOP 3P.S-taunt-3SG.O 
 
‘The small boys looked up and saw it. Those two birds were flying carrying the turtle. When they looked 
up and saw it, they made fun of it.’ 
 
In this example the children are clearly the subject in both the first and third sentences, despite the 
intervening sentence with the birds as subject, and the head-tail linkage further indicates that the 
intervening material does not disrupt the sequence of same subject. 
 
 
(b) relative or other dependent clauses 
 
(13)  gena nen morobi  nen-kame e-e  nen-ka,  ai-ka 
frog  DEM girl DEM-LOC 3SG.S-go DEM-TOP 3SG.PRON-TOP 
 
ari  ruwan i-kan-kan  i-kit-ti  nen-so  sau-wen… 
3SG.PRON food 3SG.S-PROG-eat  3SG.S-see-3SG.ODEM-REF leap-3s 
 
‘When the frog went to that girl he saw that she was eating her meal so he leapt… 
 
 
 
It should also be noted that any such intervening material will not normally exceed one or two clauses. 

4.2. Subject is addressee of speech in the immediately 
preceding context 

For contexts where the subject in question is the addressee of speech in the immediately preceding context 
the default encoding appears to be the zero anaphora, whereby the direct speech occurs with no speech 
verb, and hence no subject-marking verbal affix. (See example (2) above under 2.1) This is the form 
employed in the majority of instances within the Maisin texts on record. This apparent zero anaphora could, 
however, be alternatively analysed as ellipsis of the speech verb in a closed conversation where the identity 
of the speech participant is easily recoverable from the context. This seems a reasonable analysis given that 
a comparison of relevant text shows no significant differences between contexts where the apparent zero 
anaphora occurs and those which have subject marking simply by affixation on the verb and for present 
purposes these instances shall be regarded as instances of ellipsis. 
This being the case, as with 4.1 above, the default encoding for subject in the overwhelming majority of 
instances is verbal affixation alone.  
 
(14) E-efi,  “Ate fake-m-e   nen ava-ini? 
 3SG.S-say But hand-2.PSR-LOC  DEM what-PQ 
 
 
E-efi,  “Au  roron-na a-son-si   a-ve-ate  
3SG.S-say 1SG.POSS mustard-FOC 1SG.S-wrap-3SG.O 1SG.S-get-SEQ                   
 
a-ra-ra.”   “Nene ko-o.” 
1SG.S-PROG-come.”  OK 2S-go 
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‘He said, “But what’s that in your hand?” He said, “I wrapped up my mustard and am carrying it with me 
as I go.” “OK, go on then.”' 

4.3. Subject was involved in previous context in non-subject 
role 

Again, the default encoding for contexts where the subject of the clause in question was involved in the 
immediately preceding context (in a non-subject, non-addressee role) is verbal prefixation alone.  
 
(15) Ari  sauki ruwan-ka e-ka-kaddi-n   i-yon  
 3SG.POSS wife food-TOP 3SG.S-PROG-hurry-3SG.O 3SG.S-serve 
  
ti-ka-yate… 
3P.S-eat-SEQ 
 
‘He hurried his wife she served the food and they ate then…” 
 
(16) karata  nen-ka  ti-sou-si  i-taisukki 
 lizard  DEM-TOP 3p-chase-3SG.O 3s-run 
 
‘they chased the lizard and it ran away’ 

 
(17) E-e  ari  fu  sauki-kame i-ro. 

  3SG.S-go 3SG.PSS grandparent woman-LOC 3SG.S-go.to  
 
E-efi,... 
3SG.s-say, 
  
‘He went and visited his grandmother. She said, …’ 
 
In this last example, there is some potential ambiguity of reference in relation to who is the subject of ‘say’ 
but in keeping with the general principle that minimal encoding is the default preference, the identity of the 
subject is not overtly stated and may be inferred from the ensuing utterance in context.  As has been 
pointed out by Callister (1997:10), ambiguity is a scalar rather than binary feature, and a degree of 
ambiguity is acceptable in Maisin texts provided that there are adequate contextual clues to the identity of 
the relevant participant .  
 
 Dooley and Levinsohn’s criteria (2001: 130) have again been adapted so that this context may also apply  
in cases where the subject of the clause in question was not overtly marked in the previous clause but was 
the implied beneficiary or recipient in that clause. 
 
(18)Ari  wusu-ka  i-ve  i-va  i-yon  i-kan-ate 
3SG.POSS pot-TOP  3SG.S-get 3s-go.up  3SG.S-serve 3SG.S-eat-SEQ 
 
‘She took her pot up, served food  and he ate, then...’ 
 
(19)Son-ka i-ve  i-torosi-n  e-uki  i-yam-ate 
lime-TOP 3SG.S-get 3SG.S-stretch-3SG.O 3SG.S-go.down 3SG.S-chew-SEQ 
 
‘She got lime, handed it down and he chewed, then…’ 
 
In both of these examples, the woman’s husband is not explicitly referred to in the preceding clause, but the 
verbs used imply a beneficiary and so simple verbal affixation can be used to mark the husband as subject 
of the ensuing clause with no perceived ambiguity as to the identity of the subject. 
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4.4. Subject was not involved in the preceding context 
In contexts where the subject participant of a clause was not involved in the immediately preceding context 
(and is not being introduced for the first time), the default encoding is a noun or noun phrase.  In this 
context a higher amount of encoding is required, either to prevent ambiguity in identifying the subject, or to 
reactivate the participant in the hearer’s mind. 
 
(20)  Ari  yati  i-ve  i-sava-n-fe   e-uki-n   
3SG.POSS string.bag 3SG.S-get 3SG.S-shoulder.-3SG.O-IRR.SEQ 3SG.S-go.down-
SS.SIM 
 
e-e  wakki ite-re-anan. Ate ari sauki ruwan-ka amura. 
3SG.S-go village other-LOC-FUT But 3SG.O wife food-TOP none 
 
‘He would get his string bag, sling it over his shoulder and go to another village. But his wife had no food.’ 
 
In this example, the man’s wife has been absent from the action for the previous 16 clauses so a noun is 
used to to encode reference to her. 

5. Non-default encoding of 
participants 

This section will look at instances where speakers choose to use either more encoding or less that the 
normal default subject marking for that context. Some tentative suggestions will be made as to the reasons 
for these marked encodings. 

5.1. Over-encoding 
Instances of over-encoding of subject participants tend to fall into two main environments. The first of 
these is discontinuity, where the heavier encoding is necessary to counteract a temporal, spatial or 
conceptual break with the preceding context.  The other is prominence, where the subject in question is 
given greater overt marking in order to establish or maintain their significant role in the discourse in 
situations where two or more third person participants are competing for prominence. 

5.1.1. Discontinuity 
According to Givon (1983:18) “The more disruptive, surprising , discontinuous or hard to process a topic 
is, the more coding material must be assigned to it.” It appears that this principle may account for  many 
instances in Maisin discourse where the encoding used to mark subject participants exceeds the normal 
default marking for that context. The concept of discontinuity is being interpreted rather broadly here to 
include not only episodic changes of time or place of action, but also points in the discourse where the 
subject of the action is particularly unexpected or surprising. 
 
In the following example, the elderly couple Erirawe and Bekekawe are returning to their village after an 
unannounced departure to visit their ancestral land.  Although they continue as the subject, and therefore 
should only require verbal affixation according to the default encoding discussed in 4.1 above, the second 
sentence below involves a flashback to the time of their departure from the village and a shift in focus to 
their children’s perspective on the event, so it is appropriate for them to be referenced here with a full noun 
phrase. 
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(21)  Ti-raveresin te-kakki,  te-kakki,  te-kakki,  te-kakki.  Ei 
    3P.S-return 3P.S-pole 3P.S-pole 3P.S-pole 3P.S-pole. 3P.PRON  
 
sauki tamati ratti nen te-e ei  too-re ti-to-ana  nen-ka 
woman man old DEM 3P.S-go 3P.POSS land-LOC3P.S-stay-FUT DEM-TOP 
 
ei  jamen momorobi-ka begati-efe ti-rauku  te-eefi,  
3P.POSS sons daughters-TOP garden-ABL 3P.S-come.out 3P.S-say, 
 
‘They returned, they poled and poled and poled and poled. When that old couple had gone to stay on their 
land, their children came down from the garden and said, …’ 
 
Example (?), from the story of the Old Woman who Stole the Moon, also involves a situation where there is 
no change in subject from the preceding clause but there is an episodic shift which justifies the increased 
encoding given to the old woman who is the subject of the clause. 
 
(22) Inate wojaana  i-yon  tambun nen rori-so.  Foin ite-re-
ate  
Then string.bag 3SG.S-weave moon DEM stuff-REF Night one-LOC-.SEQ 
 
 sauki ratti nen-ka  woyan-ka i-yagin  i-va 
 woman old DEM-TOP mountain-TOP 3SG.S-climb 3SG.S-go.up 
 
‘Then she wove a string bag to stuff  the moon into. One night that old woman climbed up a mountain’  
 
This next example illustrates the principle of an unexpected or surprising turn of events requiring greater 
encoding of subject participants. The men of the village have failed in an attempt to recover a beautiful 
village girl who eloped in the night with a sore-covered boy, so the village women decide that they will set 
out instead to bring back the girl. Within the space of nine clauses, (not all of which are presented below, 
for reasons of space) the women are referred to by noun or noun phrase five times, in subject position. 
 
(23)  
Nenso siran nen-ka  wanno sauke-sen te-uki.   Eiro  sauke  
 So dawn DEM-TOP and women-CNTR 3P.S-go.down 3P.PRON.ETP women 
 
kora. [Afun….yewa, ] sauki nen-ka  seseka wanno kaa bejji 
only [Now….boundary] women DEM-TOP all and canoe big 
 
ti-ros-si-ate   sauke-sen  ti-kasi  te-uki. 
3P.S-fill-3SG.O-REAL.SEQ women-CNTR  3P.S-paddle 3P.S-go.down 
 
‘So when day broke those women too went down. The women only. [Now from one end of the village to 
the other] all those women filled a big canoe and then the women paddled down.  
 
Presumably the sheer incongruousness of the women of the village launching such a war-party justifies the 
unusually heavy subject encoding.  

5.1.2. Prominence 
Under 4.2 above, it was noted that the default encoding for reference to the addressees of speech in a closed 
conversation was subject prefixation on the verb alone, (or ellipsis of the speech verb entirely.) However in 
some texts both participants are given overt marking in excess of what would be necessary either to prevent 
ambiguity or to keep the participant(s) activated in the mind of the hearer. It is suggested here that this may 
be a means of keeping both participants equally prominent in a discourse where neither one is to be seen as 
the controlling subject. As will be discussed further below (5.2.3), minimal encoding is often used in 
Maisin texts for the participant who, either for a portion of the action or for the entire discourse is the most 
significant actor, and especially the one in control of events.  By using noun phrases instead of the default 
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verbal affixation in the examples below, the speaker may be ensuring an equality of focus for each of the 
speech partners and preventing either of them from acquiring the status of most important participant. 
 
One instance of this occurs in the Frog Boy story, as the following dialogue illustrates: 
 
(24) 
Gena-wen e-kute,   “Avan-so ku-teesi?” 
frog-CNTR 3SG.S-ask what-REF 2S-PROG-cry 
 
Morobi nen-ka  e-efi, ‘... 
girl DEM-TOP 3SG.S-say, ‘ 
 
Inate gena nen-ken  e-kute,  
Then frog DEM-CNTR 3SG.S-ask 
 
Nenso morobi nen-ka  e-efi,  
So girl DEM-TOP 3SG.S-say 
 
Nenso gena nen-ka  sau-wen  e-uki 
So frog DEM-TOP leap-3SG.S 3SG.S-go.down 
 
‘The frog asked, “Why are you crying?” The girl said, “…” Then the frog asked, “.” So the girl said, “...” 
So the frog leapt down…’ 

5.2. Under-encoding 
In general, minimal encoding is the default for most contexts in Maisin texts, except where more encoding 
is necessary either to prevent ambiguity, or to activate a participant in the hearer’s mind, either for the first 
time or after an absence from the action.  However, sometimes the encoding is less than what would seem 
to be required to meet even these last two criteria and in these instances there is marked under-encoding of 
participants. This generally relates to 4.4 above, where the subject under-encoded was not involved in the 
immediately preceding clause. It should also be noted that under-encoding tends to characterise oral texts 
more commonly than written ones. 

5.2.1. Climax 
Often this under-encoding occurs at a climactic point in the narrative where the focus is on the rapidly 
developing action line and overt mention of the participants would divert attention from this, or slow down 
the action too much. 
 
An example of this occurs in the Frog Boy story. Although throughout much of the narrative there is more 
than default marking of the two main participants, the frog and the girl (see example (24) above), in the 
final climactic three sentences, during which the frog dramatically metamorphoses into a young man, all 
subject marking is by affixation only, with the exception of one free pronoun (which, being 3rd singular 
could  reference either of the two actors.)  The potential ambiguity arising from this is of lesser importance 
than keeping the action moving rapidly to its tragic climax. 
 
(25) 
Inate wannani sau-wen  i-toki  nen-ka  i-taa  gigo-we   
Then again leap-3SG.S 3SG.S-sat DEM-TOP 3SG.S-hit window-LOC  
 
i-fe e-uki.   Nenso i-kit-ti-aka  e-e  e-komossen  
3s-fell  3SG.S-go.down So 3SG.S-see-3SG.O-POT 3SG.S-go 3SG.S-crane.neck  
 
nen-ka  gena…i-kit-ti.   Nenso i-rot-ti-aka  sau-wen   
DEM-TOP frog 3SG.S-see-3SG.O So 3SG.S-grab-3SG.O-POT leap-3SG.S 
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nen-ka  ai-ka…….. e-uki  yabu-we  ketu-ka  e-kki   
DEM-TOP 3SG.PRON-TOP 3SG.S-go.down ground-LOC neck-TOP 3SG.S-knock 
    
 
i-rogiyan  i-maati. 
3SG.S-snap  3SG.S-die 
 
‘Then when it leapt again and sat down [in her lap] she hit it, it fell out the window. So when she craned 
her neck to see it she saw the frog [boy standing there.] So when she leapt out to embrace him she went 
down on to the ground, her neck hit [the ground] and snapped and she died.’ 
 
Reference has already been made (4.2 above) to the tendency for the speech verb to be omitted from a 
closed dialogue between two participants. While this is not limited to climactic points in the narrative, it is 
often a feature of such points and may be seen as another example of under-encoding to further the action 
and accelerate its pace. 

5.2.2. VIP strategy 
Dooley and Levinsohn (2001:119ff) refer to the use of VIP strategies whereby a particular participant is 
given a distinctive form of reference, either throughout an entire discourse (global VIP) or for some part of 
it (local VIP.) Much under-encoding in Maisin narrative appears to be attributable to the employment of 
such a strategy, as it is common for the most significant participant (usually to be defined as the one in 
control of the action) to receive minimal referencing relative to other participants for the duration of their 
controlling role in the discourse.  This VIP status may change in the course of the narrative or a single VIP 
may remain the controlling participant throughout the discourse.  Not every discourse may involve a VIP 
but in those that do, the participant's status is generally indicated by little overt encoding. 
 
The Butterfly and Rat story illustrates how VIP status may change throughout the discourse. For the first 
section of the narrative, Butterfly and Rat are given equal prominence and references to them by both 
nouns and pronouns are largely parallel: 
 

(26) Te-uki  kun-ka  ti-yoki  Bimbababe-ka matare, 
3P.S-go.down pole-TOP 3P.S-pull.out Butterfly-TOP front-LOC 

 
Gorobube-ka tere.......Yaisen-ka  ai-ro   kaasi i-ve, 
Rat-TOP behind..DUAL.PRON-TOP 3SG.PRON-ETP  paddle 3SG.S-get 
 
 
ai-ro   kaasi i-ve. 
3SG.PRON-ETP  paddle 3SG.D-get. 
 
'They went down and took the pole out, Butterfly sat in front, Rat behind.....The two of the, this one took a 
paddle, the other one took a paddle too. 
 
However, after Rat's death, when Butterfly then meets and interacts with a succession of other birds and 
animals, Butterfly receives no overt marking other than the subject prefixation on the verb, in recognition 
of his new status as the main controlling participant.  For two and a half pages of typed text, verb 
prefixation is the only subject referencing for this participant, and even that is often absent through ellipsis 
in the dialogue with other participants: 
 
(27) 

Nan  e-ifan....  i-ra-a-me too nuka-re-ate  waito-wen 
Thus 3SG.S-say 3SG.S-go-PAST land middle-LOC-SEQ cassowary-CNTR  

 
rauku. Waito-wen  rauku e-efi,  “Avasu in-na  kwe-ifan 
come Cassowary-CNTR come 3SG.S-say How DEM-FOC 2S-say 
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ku-ra-ra? “Keisi,  au  rukane-n an  nane ka-ne-ate...” 
2S-come-PROG “No my cousin-CNTR 1EX.POSS doing 1EX.S-do-SEQ... 
 
'As he was going along saying like that, when he had gone a long way, a cassowary came along. The 
cassowary came up and said, “Why are you talking like this as you walk along?”  “No, my cousin and I 
were doing this and that and then...” 
 
In the last part of the narrative Butterfly's fellow villagers help him to catch the pig who ate Rat's corpse. 
Butterfly is now  less directly involved in the action and so recedes from VIP status, being reintroduced 
periodically with a NP when necessary to reactivate him for the hearer.  
 

(28)...ti-ra-a-me  ti-ra-a-me  ti-ra  wakk-e  ti-ro 
3PS-go-PROG-PAST 3PS-go-PROG-PAST 3PS-come village-LOC 3PS-go 
 
Bimbaba ramara  e-efi,.. 
Butterfly (3SG.S)-get.up 3SG.S.say 
 
“they went on and on and came to the village and went up. Butterfly got up and said, ... 
 
In the earlier part of the story where Butterfly was functioning as VIP there would have been no 
need for overt reference  to distinguish him from the other participants, but now he is occupying a  
different status in the narrative and is referenced with a noun. 
 
An example of a story in which the VIP occupies that status throughout the narrative is the story 
of a girl who goes to get pandanus fruit.  After her introduction in the opening clause with a noun, 
the girl is never referenced in subject position throughout the narrative other than by subject 
affixation. She is also clearly the main controller of events (since the other main character turns 
out to be a corpse!) 
 
A final example that will be cited here is from the story of a cuscus that ate sago grubs. Two 
brothers set off to dig for sago grubs. The older brother is clearly the one exercising more control 
and so even in contexts of potential ambiguity, as the following example, receives minimal 
marking. 
 
(29)  ...sirobu   nen-ka  tauken  ti-kit-ti.  Ti-kit-ti  

cuscus   DEM-TOP stay  3PS-see-3SG.O 3PS-see.3SG.O 
 

nen-so  e-efi, ...        
  DEM-REF 3SG.S-say 
 
 'they saw a cuscus sitting there. They saw it so he (the older brother) said, ... 

5.3. Independent Pronouns 
It will have been noted that the use of the personal pronoun for referencing subject participants in a Maisin 
narrative is not the default strategy for any of the four contexts listed treated so far. Therefore, whenever a 
pronoun is used it is automatically to be regarded as a 'marked' form. Since the use of pronouns could be 
interpreted as either under or over-encoding depending on the specific context, it seemed appropriate to 
treat them in a separate category in their own right.  

5.3.1. Contrastive Focus 
The primary use of pronouns appears to be for the purpose of turning the focus from one participant or set 
of participants to another, or of contrasting the actions of two participants. 
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In the following example, the subject participants are already referenced by nouns, but the pronouns serve 
to highlight the distinction between their chosen escape routes from the wrecked canoe. 
 

(30)`Yaisen   te-uki-me  Bimbababe ai-ka   
DUAL.PRON 3P.S-go.down-PAST Butterfly 3SG.PRON-TOP 

 
i-rufi  wowo-re ... Gorobu-ka ai-ka  i-ye-yewan. 
3SG.S-fly above-LOC Rat-TOP 3SG.PRON 3SG.S-PROG-swim 
 
'The two of them went down, Butterfly he flew up in the sky, but Rat he swam.' 
 
Again, the following example shows the actions of two key participants being contrasted by the use of 
personal pronouns. 
 
(31) 

Nan e-ef-ate  ai  i-ra-a   nen-ka 
Thus 3SG.S-say-SEQ 3SG.PRON 3SG.S-PROG-go  DEM-TOP 

 
ai-ka   i-tauke-me... 
3SG.PRON-TOP 3SG.S-stay-PAST 
 
'He said like that then when he was going [to the garden], she stayed [in the house]...' 

5.3.2. Highlighting 
Sometimes the pronoun appears to be used simply to highlight, or give added emphasis to, the participant 
so referenced: 
 

(32) 
Tobera-so te-efi  “E-ro   yan kaira ku-tes-si 
Tobera-REF 3P.S-say  2SPRON-EPT mat handle 2S-put-3SG.O 
 
arore ta-a.”  Ai-ro  ari  yan-ka  ai-ro 
together 1INC.S-go 3SG.PRON-ETP 3SG.PSR mat-TOP 3SG.PRON-ETP 

 
 kaira   i-tes-si    i-su-n-ate. 
 handle   3SG.S-put-3SG.O  3S.S-carry-3SG.O-REAL.SEQ 
  
'They said to Tobera, ''You put a handle on your mat and come with us.'' He too, he put a handle on his mat 
and carried it.' 
 
Although the pronoun may occur without any other marking, as in example (31) above, it most commonly 
occurs with a topic, control or focus-marking clitic. Most of the examples of pronouns in subject position in 
Maisin texts are marked with the topic-marking clitic =ka or the emphatic topic-marking clitic =ro. This 
suggests that the use of the pronoun to reference the subject participant in the narrative may also be partly 
motivated by the need to show topic continuity.  

6. Conclusion 
Too many factors are involved in the Maisin speaker's choice of reference forms for any formulaic 
statements to be made as to how a given participant will be introduced into a story, and referenced 
thereafter. These factors include the role of the participant plays in the narrative, how recently that 
participant has already been activated, how familiar the hearers may  be with the story, the need to 
maintain a certain pace in the narrative, the degree of unexpectedness of the participant's activity 
and how much ambiguity the speaker feels the hearer can tolerate. 
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Nevertheless, some generalisations can be made. It has already been seen that the Maisin speaker 
will usually opt for the minimal reference form unless there is reason to provide more encoding. 
This principle is particularly true in relation to participants who are in a primary controlling role in 
the action.  There are, however, many reasons for choosing more encoding. The introduction of a 
new participant and reactivation of a participant who has been absent from the action will usually 
demand a noun or noun phrase.  Pronouns are regularly used to contrast the activities of different 
participants within a narrative, or to give added prominence to a particular participant or group of 
participants. A change of time and place may require explicit re-encoding of participants even 
where there is no actual change in subject role. 
 
Much still needs to be explored in relation to the way Maisin speakers choose to identify and track 
subject participants, in particular the way in which the use of the topic-marking clitics interact 
with the subject roles in narrative discourse. This paper has attempted merely to make explicit 
some of the basic patterns employed intuitively by Maisin speakers, and so to show a little more of 
the beauty and efficiency of the Maisin language. 
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Abbreviations 
 

1    First person  
 
2    Second person  
 
3    Third person 
 
ACMP    Accompaniment 
 
CNTR    Control marker (denoting agent or instrument) 
 
DEM    Demonstrative 
 
ETP    Emphatic topic marker 
 
EX    Exclusive 
 
FOC    Focus 
 
INC    Inclusive 
 
LOC    Locative 
 
P/PL    Plural 
 
POSS    Possessive 
 
POT    Potential 
 
PQ    Polar Question 
 
PROG    Progressive 
 
PRON    Pronoun 
 
PSR    Possessor 
 
REF    Referential 
 
S    Subject 
 
SEQ    Sequential 
 
SG    Singular 
 
SIM    Simultaneous 
 
SS    Same subject 
 
 
  


